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Crowned the “Fairy Godmother” of divorce by the New
York Post’s Julia Marsh, Nicole is a founding partner and
President of National Divorce Capital, Inc. and directly
oversees NDC’s client relations.
NDC offers necessary funding for women
who are seeking assistance to cover attorney’s fees,
accountants and personal living expenses while going
through a difficult time their lives. NDC provides a
customized approach to funding to help create a balanced
situation for those that need help.
 	
Even though Nicole’s duties for NDC does not
include acting as an attorney or giving legal advice, she
is committed to promoting self-confidence in women
so that they may feel empowered to overcome hurdles
in their personal relationships. Her background includes
being an experienced matrimonial attorney who practiced
with a number of top-rated divorce law firms throughout
her career. She was instrumental in the litigation of a
large number of complex family law cases involving both
financial and custody disputes, including some of the
leading reported cases on these areas.
She has held the prestigious role of General
Counsel at one of New York’s largest real estate appraisal
firms, and has significant expertise in the areas of family
law, custody and visitation, domestic violence, complex
financial issues, commercial litigation and property
law. Nicole understands the nuances of the divorce
system from the inside out and is frequently quoted and
has appeared in national media on divorce related issues.
She has created a unique opportunity for women to seek
financial assistance during what could be one of the most
challenging times in their lives. Nicole is passionate about
helping woman and has used an out of the box approach
to doing so.
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